INTRODUCTION
Let {Bn(x)}~=,, be a polynomial sequence which is simple, one where each B,(x) is of degree precisely 71. We say that (B,(x)}~~~ is a binomial sequence if B,(x + y) = f (f j &-k(x) WY) (n = 0, l,...), k=O (1) and we call a simple polynomial sequence (P,(.x)},"_~ a Sheffm sequence if there is a binomial sequence {&(x)}~=~ such that P,(x $-Y) = i (1) &-kW P7dY) (n = 0, I,...). li=O (2) These two classes of polynomial sequences, which were first studied to any great extent by Sheffer [12] , have been characterized in a variety of other ways involving generating relations, differential operators, and recurrence relations. Other terminology has also been used. Sequences having property (1) were actually called basic sequences by Sheffer in [ 121 and interpolation sequences by R. Lagrange [6] . Those having property (2) were called zero type sequences by Sheffer and poweroids by Steffensen [13] . 0 ur approach, as well as our terminology, is that used by Mullin and Rota [7] and Rota, Kahaner, and Odlyzko [ 1 I] in their recent and exhaustive studies of Sheffer sequences. The latter reference summarizes and extends the former and has been reprinted in [lo] . For convenience, we shall cite only [IO] when referring to the work of Rota et al.
In [lo, pp. 34, 361 Rota et al. generalized relations (1) and (2) so as to apply to polynomial sequences which are simple in each of two variables x1 and xa . Using somewhat different notation, they termed such a sequence {&(x1 , xJ)~=~ a cross sequence if and called {P&r , xJ}~~,, a Stejfensen sequence if, in addition,
While it is such sequences which are of main concern to us here, we shall with very little additional effort present our discussion of them in the context of polynomial sequences which are simple in each of N (N > 1) variables. For brevity, we write x = (x1 ,..., x,,,) and &t(x) = &I(~, ,*.*s %I, Pn(x> = P&l ,.-*, xiv).
In vector notation, then, we say that {&(x)}~=~ is a sequence of type gN if
(n = 0, l,...) LO and that {P,(x)};=~ is a sequence of type y,, if there is a sequence {B,(x)},"=, of type aN such that
PdY) (n = 0, l,...).
k=O
As indicated in [lo, pp. 34, 81, there are many instances of multivariable Sheffer sequences "unconsciously present in the literature," the theory being "largely undeveloped." The sequence {n!L',"'(x)}~zo of Laguerre polynomials is, for example, a Steffensen sequence in the two variables a and x (see Section 4); here P,(x) = P,((a,, x)) = n!L',"'(x). V er recently in [4] it has in effect been y shown that when /3 and y are constants, the modification {n!L~+a"'(x + yn)}zCo, which is {P,(x + sJ}~=~ where x = (ar, X) and s, = (/I, y) n, remains a Steffensen sequence in 01 and X. Consideration of Laguerre polynomials thus suggests the possibility that the modification (P,(x + s,)}~~~ of any sequence Pn(x)l~~o of we XV is itself of type YN in x when s, = yn (n = 0, I,...), where y is independent of x and n. The purpose of the present paper is to show that this is indeed the case and, moreover, that there are essentially no other sequences {s,}$~, independent of x, such that (P,(x + sJ}~~~ is of type YN in x.
Our result appears to be new even for Sheffer sequences proper (N = l), and we treat them separately in Section 2. The general result is given in Section 3 and is illustrated in Section 4.
THE SINGLE-VARIABLE CASE
In view of the special importance of Sheffer sequences (N = 1) and because the proof of our main result for arbitrary N is by an induction argument based on the case N = 1, we treat that single-variable case separately in this section. Note that the value of s,, is immaterial since (P,(x)}~=,, is simple and P,,(x) is therefore a constant. In proving that (P,(x + sn)}zA is actually a Sheffer sequence when s, = yn + z (n = 1, 2,...) we shall, for convenience, agree that s,, = a. The proof involves a generating relation characterization of binomial sequences which is due orginally to R. Lagrange [6] . To be precise, the class of binomial sequences is the same as the class of polynomial sequences (&(x)}~=a generated by relations of the form $ W4 z = expWW)l where
k=l
Here and elsewhere in our discussion it is to be understood that we are working in the context of formal power series. Questions of convergence are therefore of no concern to us, and we follow Rota et al. in this regard. Setting y = 0 in (2), we see that p&4 -= iogk (yg n! (n = 0, l,...) (9) where g, = P,(O)/h! (h = 0, l,..., n). Hence any Sheffer sequence is generated by a relation of the form
where H(t) is given by (8) and
On the other hand, since (10) implies (9) and {Bn(x)),",o is simple, any sequence {P,(x)}Eo generated by a relation of the form (10) is a simple polynomial sequence; and (2) follows from (10) by the additivity property of the exponential function. Relation (10) is therefore an alternative characterization of Sheffer sequences, one of several that Sheffer originally gave for his sequences in [12] . This was demonstrated by Rota et aZ. [ 10, p. 241 in a completely different manner by operator methods.
We now show that (P,(x + yn + ~)},"=a is also generated by a relation of the form (10) . We use a technique that was used in [4] to generate the modifications {P,(x + m)>L f o a number of particular Sheffer sequences. It is based on J. L. Lagrange's expansion formula [8, p. 1461 where Q(t) and $(t) h ave formal Maclaurin series expansions and #(O) # 0. While the desired generating relation for (P,(x + yn + z)},"=o follows at once from a result in [4] , it is almost as efficient to refer directly to (12) . We do this in order to make our presention here more self-contained.
Putting
in (12), we write where
and H'(t) denotes the formal derivative of H(t). But according to (IO), viewed as a formal Maclaurin series expansion,
dt" From (13), then, we find that
where C(t) is the formal inverse of the function u(t) defined in (14) . Since this is of the form (lo), we see that {P,(x + yn)}z=a is a Sheffer sequence. It follows that V'& + yn + ~)XL, is too; for replacing x by x + z in (15) merely introduces the factor exp[zH(G(t))] on the right-hand side.
Turning to the proof of the converse, we assume that {P,(x + s,)}z=,, is a Sheffer sequence. To show that s, = yn + z (n = 1,2,...), where y and z are constants, we appeal to the following observation of Sheffer's in [12] . Since {P,(x)}~=~ is generated by a relation of the form (lo), differentiation of each side of that relation with respect to x yields the expression P;(x) = nh,zJ,-,(x) + n(n -1) h,P,-z(x) + *-* (n = 1, 2,...)
where P;(X) denotes the derivative of P,(X) and (h,}~=:=, is the sequence of coefficients in (8) . Under the assumption that {Pn(x -1. s,)},U=, is a Sheffer sequence, there is also, then, a sequence (Q& of constants such that qx + Sn) = llilP,& + s,-1) + n(n -1) i,P,-,(x $-s,-2) +-...
(n = I, 2,...).
Now when (7) is regarded as a formal Maclaurin series expansion, it is evident that B,,(X) = 1 and B,(x) = hrx; and so, if we write (2) 
Replacing all the polynomials in (17) by means of (18) 
Finally, since a Sheffer sequence is simple, the polynomials in (19) are linearly independent for any fixed n, and the coefficients of I',-~(x) and Pne2(x) are therefore zero. Hence To show this, we need to find the coefficients c, in the expansion (21) Note that the coefficient of t here is unity since the same is true of the formal Maclaurin series expansion of the function u(t), defined in (14) . Our approach is to first show that
where {B71(~)}~z0 is the binomial sequence generated by (7), and then to take advantage of an explicit expression for B,(x) that has already been given in [2] . Expression (22) can be obtained as follows. Since u(ii(t)) = t, we known that C'(t) = I/u'(C(t)); thus, if we differentiate each side of (14) and then replace t by C(t), we readily find that exkWWW1 zl'(t) = 1 -C(t) yH'(ii(t)) .
On the other hand, if we set G(t) = I in (15), so that P,(x + yn) = B,(x + yn) there, and then put x = y, it follows that
So, equating the left-hand sides of (23) and (24) 
k-1 h-0 where J(t) is the formal power series inverse of the function H(t) in generating relation (10) 
and F(t) is then defined in terms of the function G(t) there as F(t) = I/G(J(t)). It follows, of course, that H(t) is the inverse of J(t) and that G(t) = l/F(H(t)). M ore recently, in [3] the one to one correspondence between pairs [J(D), F(D)] f o such operators and Sheffer sequences was used to study certain group-theoretic aspects of the latter. In view of generating relation (15), we find that if [J(D),F(D)] is the operator pair associated with a given

THE MULTIVARIABLE CASE
We now extend Theorem 1 so as to make it applicable to sequences of type Sp, when N > 1. We shall use the fact that sequences of type $, can also be characterized as those sequences {Pn(x)}& in N variables generated by relations of the form go p,(x) $ = G(f) exp[x . WI (27) where G(t) is as in (11) 
To show the validity of characterizations (28) and (27), we refer to the special case
of (5) and also note how it follows from (5) VZ=O or (28). Finally, lettingy be the zero vector in (6) and using the resulting expression to sum cf,, P,(x) P/n!, we arrive at (27), where G(t) = xF='=, P,(O) P/k!. The converse, that (28) and (27) imply properties (5) and (6), is evident from the additivity property of the exponential function. As noted earlier when N = 1, PO(x) is a constant; and, in proving that (P-(x + s,) )~=~ is of type Sp, when s, = yn + z (n = 1,2,...), we agree to put so = z. The proof rests on the following generalization of (15):
exp[x . H(u@))] (29)
where H' denotes the derivative of the vector H and c(t) is the formal inverse of 
where z%(t) is the formal inverse of w(t) = t exp[-yivffd@)ll (34) and n(t) = E(ti(t)). Note that o(t) is the inverse of the function U(t) in (30); for, in view of (32) and (34), expression (30) can be written
To put (33) into the desired form (29), we evidently need to show that the denominator on the right-hand side of (33) is equal to 1 -O(t) f y,H;(o(t)).
j-1
To accomplish this, we first replace t by C(t) in (32) to write
Taking natural logarithms of each side of this last equation, differentiating the result with respect to t, and then replacing t by G(t), we arrive at the expression at, c(t) v"'w)) = i -o(t) p=;'y,H;( G-(t)) * If we use this to substitute for C(t) C'(zZ(t)) in the denominator on the right-hand side of (33), that denominator readily simplifies to become (35). The validity of (29) 
EXAMPLES
We now illustrate how Theorem 2 can be applied. To do this, we first list several of the more prominent multivariable Sheffer sequences appearing in the literature, with special attention to Steffensen sequences (N = 2). The reader is referred to [2, pp. 29421 for an extensive listing of Sheffer sequences proper (N = 1) to which Theorem 1 can be applied.
In each example we identify the sequence as a multivariable Sheffer sequence by exhibiting a known generating relation as a special case of (27). Note that the sequences in Examples 3 and 4 are, moreover, cross sequences and that the one in Example 5 is also of type gN .
Applying Theorem 2 to the Laguerre sequence in Example 1, we let {u,~}~-~ and {s~):=~ be two sequences which are independent of both a: and x. According to that theorem, where Pn(x) = P,,((cu, x)) = n!Lp'(x) and s, = (u, , s,J, the sequence {n!L~+"J(X + s,)}Fd continues to be a Steffensen sequence in a! and x if and only if sn = (& y) 1z + (y, x) (n = 1,2,...), or u,=lgn+y and s, =yn + x (n = 1, 2,...),
where & y, y, and z are constants. Serious interest in such modified Laguerre sequences was initiated by Toscano in [14] , w h ere he found generating relations for {L',+"'(x)>~~ and (L~-2n)(x)}~z0. M ore recent references to such modifications of Laguerre and other polynomial sequences can be found in [4] , where Vt+Bn' (X + yn)}EO is generated. Examples 2 through 4 are treated accordingly. Thus, if we agree that the modifying sequences are always to be independent of the variables with respect to which the given polynomial sequence is a Steffensen sequence, we see that 
